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About This Game

Blast your way across the cartoon skies in this fast-paced game of aerial combat. Nimbly Games has crafted an instantly
accessible, rewardingly deep, and ravishingly fun mu 5d3b920ae0
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Amazing game, simple and addictive. 5 stars. Perfectly executed.. 10/10 HAVE TURRETS. Normally, this is where I'd put a
joke review before the real review.eh screw it, I'll do it here too!!! Joke Review: WELCOME TO THE 9/11 SIMULATOR!!!
Real Review: It's not a bad title. It's a nice casual game about planes shooting each other down. Modes include Free For All
(Death Match), single life team death match, Ball (Football/soccer/hockey), and Team Base Destruction. Not only is this a free
game, but it has achievments too (If you're an achievement junkie). So really, you're not losing anything. The only real criticism
I have is that the community is pretty much toast. Though you'll find life in about 3-6 servers. The rest are simply filled with
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bots. So, you could say it has more life than Gun Monkeys. Good game for casuals, though a little skill will be involved.so I
guess hardcore gamers might like this title too. Just don't expect it to be a stellar, award-winning title.. I reccomend this game to
everyone because it is awesome, you should all buy it now.. They made this game free without giving something in return to us,
the people who actually paid for this. This is what getting ripped off is.. Hockey? Nukes? Planes? 2-D? Multiplayer? This one's
for you my friend!. Good game . I have play a little bit , and i have a little reviev. Graphics : Good , My Eyes are OK. Sounds :
Very Good for this engine.. Best game ever. My 2000+ hours are enough evidence of it.. A fun game. Simple, challenging, but
not too chalenging.
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